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13. JACOB 
 

I heard his thoughts before I heard the motorcycle zooming up our driveway. He was 

enraged enough to storm the vampires’ den and take us all out singlehandedly.  

The fiasco of Jacob’s appearance occurred because Charlie called Carlisle after 

Bella and I had been honeymooning for almost two weeks to find out when we would be 

back. Carlisle told him that we were enjoying our trip and planned to stay two more weeks 

in Brazil, then would return before heading off to Dartmouth.  

It was right about then that we realized Bella was pregnant, that we raced back to 

Forks, and that I discovered my wife had resolved to keep the monstrous fetus. She 

understood that she could not see Charlie on our return. There would be no way to explain 

the expanding bulge. Even if we let him assume that Bella had been pregnant before the 

weddinga conclusion he jumped to immediately when we announced our engagement 

and which Bella had vehemently deniedthe fetus’s growth was advanced far beyond 

what was normal for the two weeks, now three, since then.  

Charlie called again about a week laterstill one week before Carlisle told him we 

would returnand, excited and not thinking clearly, Bella hollered, “Carlisle, is that my 

dad?”  

Charlie heard her voice through the phone and Carlisle was forced to tell him “the 

kids” had returned early from South America and Bella was ill. He would call Charlie back 

within the hour after assessing her condition. It was a spur-of-the-moment solution to keep 

Charlie from showing up at our door.  

After we all powwowed over the crisis, Carlisle called Charlie and told him Bella 

had contracted a communicable disease in South America and that after conferring with the 

Center for Disease Control, he had agreed to quarantine her at our house. I only bothered 

listening to Carlisle’s side of the conversation. 

“Our family has already been exposed, Charlie, so there’s no point now in moving 

Bella someplace else where she can expose others.” 

“No, Edward seems fine, but we don’t know what it is yet, so he may be a carrier 

too. I’m taking blood samples and overnighting them to Atlanta.” 

“No, Charlie, don’t come. I can’t be responsible for infecting the Forks’ Chief of 

Police with an unknown agent…not after the scares we’ve had in the U.S. with SARS, 

H1N1, the West Nile virus, and dengue fever, to name a few. We just have no idea at this 

point what it might be. Also, I’m sure you can appreciate that it’s absolutely illegal for a 

doctor to allow a known pathogen to be released into a community when we’ve already 

identified its existence.” 
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“No, she doesn’t seem that sick right now, but she is having trouble keeping her 

food down, and she has some swelling in her body. She’s experiencing dizziness and fever 

and chills as well.” 

“She’s sleeping now, but I will have her call you as soon as she feels well enough. 

Please try not to worry, Charlie. We’ll stay on top of this and do everything that we can. It 

isn’t necessarily a serious disease; we just have to be cautious under these circumstances 

where someone’s returned from a foreign country. I will keep you informed.” 

When Bella found out that Charlie had called again the next day, she insisted on 

talking to him.  

“But Bella, what will you say? He can’t see you like this and we know it’s only 

going to get wor—…more obvious.”  

“I don’t know what I’ll say, but I have to talk to him. I can’t let him sit at home all 

alone and worry about me when I’m right here in town.” 

Charlie should have been worried about Bella. We all were. But with her unable to 

stand up or walk on her own, and with her condition worsening every day, I didn’t have the 

heart to deny her anything. Just getting slightly upset made her turn all shades of green and 

lose whatever she might have put in her stomach that day. And if her heart should fail… I 

handed her Carlisle’s phone and lifted her legs onto my lap while she called her father. 

“Hi Dad,” Bella croaked in what was now her everyday voice, weak and hoarse. I 

heard Charlie’s alarmed exclamation in the background at the sound of it. He was instantly 

agitated. Bella tried to calm him down. 

“No, Dad, I feel fine,” she said, and I rolled my eyes facing away from her so she 

wouldn’t see my reaction to her words. Rosalie gave me a nasty look. 

“No, I don’t think it’s anything serious. I’m not particularly worried. I just sleep a 

lot and my food doesn’t stay down too well.” 

“No, so far Edward is fine, though I know my illness is wearing him out. Rosalie’s 

been nurse-maiding me a lot too.” 

“No, she can’t. Alice doesn’t feel well.” Bella stroked her fingers through my hair, 

as I shut my eyes and concentrated on keeping my mouth shut. 

“Yeah, everybody else pretty much keeps away from me. There’s no point in 

exposing the whole family if we can avoid it.” 

“I love you, Dad,” Bella rasped. “I’ll see you soon, I promise.” I squinted my eyes 

and clamped my lips shut, knowing that she would not. 

Now that Charlie knew we were back, it was only a matter of time before word got 

around. As it happened, he called Sue Clearwater, Seth and Leah’s mom, looking for Billy. 

Of course, Charlie was full of the distressing news about Bella and shared the information 

with Sue. Seth found out from his mother and hastened to tell the Quileute wolf pack that 

we were home and that Bella was quarantined under Carlisle’s care. 

Contrary to my belief, Jacob wasn’t on the run, but had come back to La Push 

before Bella and I returned from Brazil. Thus, almost immediately after Charlie’s phone 
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call to Carlisle, Jacob knew that we were back and that my family was not allowing anyone 

to see Bella. Naturally, he interpreted that to mean that I had changed my wife. Under a thin 

guise of my breaking our treaty with the Quileute, Jacob was coming to kill me. 

It was the thirteenth day of the crisis and our whole familyincluding Alice, 

headache notwithstandinghad joined Bella in the living room. Emmett, Jasper, and 

Carlisle had put their frenetic research into Bella’s condition on hold because it was 

becoming apparent that very soon research would not matter.  

Bella must have realized she was approaching the top step of the gallows, for 

everyone had gathered spontaneously to await the final scene, each saying goodbye in his 

or her own way. Emmett cracked half-hearted jokes about making babies that moved no 

one to laugh. Alice spoke quietly to Bella about wardrobe ideas for the new little one, while 

Jasper stood beside her, silent and stoic, remembering his human days when childbirth was 

often fatal. Carlisle hovered anxiously at the back of the group, wracking his brain for some 

kind of solution, while Esme told Bella gentle stories about her short time as the mother of 

a newborn.  

Bella’s presence in our family was a new experience for the Cullens. All of 

us—except Carlisle in his role as a doctor—had long ago stopped concerning ourselves 

with mortality. Humans came and went. We weren’t used to lingering over their deaths, let 

alone actually suffering. But everyone was struggling now. 

When my family heard Jacob’s motorcycle approaching, they looked to me for an 

explanation. I told them under Bella’s hearing range that it was Jacob Black, coming to 

check on Bella. I shared his true intention only with Carlisle, who went to divert him or try 

to calm him down for both Bella’s sake and mine. It didn’t work.  

“Is that Jacob?” Bella called when she became aware of his loud presence outside 

the front door.  

“Yes. I asked Carlisle to send him away. I didn’t think he should see you in your 

current condition.”  

“Why not? Are we keeping secrets from Jacob now too? What’s the point?”  

I had no will to argue with her. As far as I was concerned, Bella could have 

whatever she wanted. She was clearly not long for the world and I didn’t want to waste 

even a minute of my remaining time with her by refusing her anything. I would face 

whatever consequences I had to face after she was gone. 

When Bella called out to him, Jacob barged into the house ready to kill. He would 

see the evidence that Bella was no longer human—a small concession to the pack—and 

then he planned to lash out at me first, followed by as many of my family members as he 

could get to before Emmett or Jasper or Rosalie took him out.  

Jacob was unprepared for the scene in our living room on that fateful thirteenth day. 

Nothing about it matched his expectations. I felt slightly smug that his reason for racing 

over in a fury was proven sadly wrong. It knocked the wind out of his sails.  

I didn’t bother to look up when the wolf stormed in. Let him witness everything in 
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its ugly truthlet him recognize Bella’s impending death; let him know the reason for it; 

let him see my utter helplessness and despair.  

“I’m glad you came to see me today, Jacob,” Bella rasped. I knewand she knew 

that I knewthat tomorrow might have been too late. I couldn’t stop the moan that broke 

from me. Esme touched my shoulder. Then Bella welcomed Jacob by vomiting for the fifth 

or sixth time that day, and suddenly, my legs could no longer bear my own weight. I fell to 

my knees and let my head drop into my dying wife’s lap.  

Is that human enough for you, Jacob Black? Is it better that Bella should turn green 

and vomit up her insides than that she be lily white and impervious to illness? I didn’t say it 

aloud, so I got no answer. 

Jacob blurted out the obvious questions… “Are you all right? What’s wrong?” 

When Rosalie lifted Bella from the couch so that Bella could display her 

frightening condition rather than try to explain it, I just let my head flop forward into the 

pillows where she had been sitting and inhaled her scent there. After she was gone, her 

scent would fade from the house and from her things within a few weeks, and I would have 

lost her forever. Before that happened, I hoped to be dead too. 

Jacob was dumbfounded by Bella’s alarming appearance and by the 

watermelon-sized bulge that was incongruously tacked on to her stick-like figure. She 

looked completely absurd in a walking corpse sort of way. 

I left my eyes buried in the couch. I didn’t care about Jacob’s reaction. I didn’t care 

what he thought. I only cared about one thing, and for that, I needed his help. A seed of an 

idea that had planted itself in my head earlier began to sprout. I turned it over in my mind, 

swallowing the pain it caused me, until I could tolerate the words in my head. Yes, I would 

ask him.  

Just then, I heard Jacob’s corrosive thought: I always knew he’d kill her! His fury 

energized me enough to get me on my feet.  

“Outside, Jacob,” I barked at him. He misunderstood my tone and thought I was 

ready to fight. Far from it. 

“Let’s do this,” he replied. Jasper and Emmett hurried to my side, ready to 

rumble. 

“No,” Bella gasped, and she reached for my arm, stumbling over her feet to try 

and hold me back.  

Damn you, Jacob Black, for making things worse! I cursed silently. 

“I just need to talk to him, Bella,” I assured her, stroking her cheek softly. “Don’t 

strain yourself. Please rest. We’ll both be back in just a few minutes.” She was 

suspicious, but let Rosalie settle her back onto the couch.  

“Behave,” she ordered Jacob weakly. “And then come back.”  

Bella was afraid that Jacob would attack me and that I would fight back and hurt 

him. She’d said as much to me more than once in the past. He would be offended if he 

knew, though I doubted I could do much damage to him in my present condition, even if I 
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wanted to. I had promised Bella just now that we would both return, not because I cared 

whether Jacob tried to kill me…I didn’t. I just wanted to negotiate the timing of my death. 

Jacob followed me—the whole while debating in his head whether to attack me 

from behind—until we were out of my family’s earshot. I didn’t want them to hear our 

conversation, because they would interfere with my plan.  

I would make Jacob a proposition: If he would offer to give Bella a baby that 

wouldn’t kill her and she agreed to give up the killer fetus in exchange, I would not stand in 

his way. If he couldn’t convince Bella to give it up and she died, he could kill me 

immediately. I would not resist. For me, it was a win-win dealeither she lived or I died. 

It was a one-in-a-million shot that Bella would accept. But maybe, just maybe, if 

she knew she could try again with a human she loved, she would give up the thing, allow 

Carlisle to get it out of her. If she hesitated for even a moment at the suggestion, had one 

second of weakened resolve, I had a chance to convince her.  

In return, she could have Jacob as well as me if that’s what she wanted. She could 

have just Jacob, if she preferred that. She must hate me now for what I was putting her 

through anyway. She might hate me even more if I convinced her to abort the evil creature 

she was carrying.  

Jacob was sure to go for it. If he succeeded, he would get what he’d always 

wantedBella. And she would live! She could keep her human life and have a chance at 

happiness with him if she wanted to. If Jacob failed to convince her, he would still get to 

kill me when she was gone. It was a win-win for him too. 

But before we could get to the negotiation, I had to relive the entire gothic drama as 

he fired questions and accusations at me in his head. I doggedly persevereda man 

confessing his sins while burning at the stakethrough painful truth after painful truth: 

Yes, the “monster spawn” was killing her… No, we couldn’t force her to give it up. 

She had a bodyguard…Yes, it was all my fault…Yes, I should have left her to him in the 

first place…Yes, I regretted that I had not… It brought me to my knees. 

“I don’t care about anything but keeping her alive,” I said desperately. “If it’s a 

child she wants, she can have it. She can have half a dozen babies. Anything she wants.” I 

paused to read his face. He didn’t understand. “She can have puppies, if that’s what it 

takes.” Jacob’s mouth opened in shock. I rushed on. “But not this way! Not this thing that’s 

sucking the life from her while I stand there helpless! Watching her sicken and waste away. 

Seeing it hurting her.” I gasped for breath. “You have to make her see reason, Jacob. She 

won’t listen to me anymore.” 

Jacob’s thoughts ran over one another in a jumble. What is he saying? That Bella 

should, what? Have a baby? With me? What? How? Is he giving her up? Or does he think 

she wouldn’t mind being shared? 

“Whichever. Whatever keeps her alive,” I said.  

“That’s the craziest thing you’ve said yet,” Jacob muttered. 

“She loves you.” 
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“Not enough.” 

“She’s ready to die to have a child. Maybe she’d accept something less extreme.” 

“Don’t you know her at all?” 

“I know, I know. It’s going to take a lot of convincing. That’s why I need you. You 

know how she thinks. Make her see sense." 

Impossible. Wrong. Sick. Borrowing Bella for the weekends and then returning her 

Monday morning like a rental movie? So messed up…so tempting. Bella in my arms, Bella 

sighing my name…. Bella, healthy and glowing, so different than now, but something the 

same: her body, not distorted, changed in a more natural way. Round with my child. 

Once I’d put the picture in Jacob’s mind of Bella and him together…making love, 

having a litter of brown-skinned babies, building a life…he couldn’t resist the vision. It 

would be torture to give her up to him, but that didn’t matter. Whatever it did to me was 

irrelevant. If Bella would choose to live, I would choose banishment, solitude, or even 

death. I no longer mattered at all in the equation.  

I shouldn’t let him talk to me, mess with my head, Jacob thought. I should just kill 

him now. 

“Not now,” I whispered. “Not yet. Right or wrong, it would destroy her, and you 

know it. No need to be hasty. If she won’t listen to you, you’ll get your chance. The 

moment Bella’s heart stops beating, I will be begging for you to kill me.” 

“You won’t have to beg long.” 

That almost—but not quite—made me smile. “I’m very much counting on that.” 

“Then we have a deal.” 

I held out my hand. Jacob grimaced, but shook it anyway. 

“We have a deal,” I agreed. 

Walking back to the house, I thought about what Jacob saw when he looked at my 

face—“the burning man.” That was a good description of what I felt, burning, but not being 

consumed, tied to a stake in an eternal flame. I took some small comfort in knowing that if 

Bella died, I would follow her quickly.  

When we got there, I shuffled my family into the kitchen to give Jacob and Bella 

some sense of privacy. Carlisle and Esme said brief farewells, both being overdue for a 

hunt. I agreed that they should take the opportunity to go before Bella deteriorated any 

further. I would need Carlisle with me very soon. 

Jacob did his best to try to convince Bella of what I couldn’tthat she would not 

survive this insanity and that she had other choices. The pain of it all ripped through me 

anew as I recognized suddenly that we were already in the end game. If Bella continued on 

her present course, she wouldn’t live much longer. I darted out the back door of the kitchen 

to hide the burning man’s face as my thin veneer of control tore away.  

I had heard every word that passed between Jacob and my beloved wife, but the 

phrases that stuck in my head afterwards were, “I’m not going to die. I can do this. I can do 

this.” Bella thought she could survive until the baby was born and after it was out of her 
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body, she would keep her heart going long enough for me to change her. What a lot of faith 

she had in me! The problem with her plan was that her heart was unlikely to survive the 

starvation that was killing her. 

The first couple of weeks after becoming pregnant, Bella had gained weight as a 

pregnant woman should. But after we’d been home for about a week, she had already lost 

the curves she’d gained—with the exception of her Frankenstein belly bulge.   

I had researched the effects of starvation on the human body. It is commonly known 

that humans who diet too aggressively lose muscle mass. It takes a careful diet and exercise 

plan to maintain a good percentage of muscle mass while losing weight. The key is to lose 

weight slowly. Even before a crash dieter becomes as thin as Bella was now, he or she had 

already lost a vast amount of muscle. And the most important muscle, the critical onethe 

heartloses mass faster than any other muscle. Anorexics die from heart failure.  

So that was the problem with Bella’s plan for “emergency vampirization,” as Jacob 

put it. The one thing that Bella would need to become a vampire was a heartbeat and her 

heart would soon fail if we could not get her body to accept nutrition. Bella was having a 

hard time catching her breath now. Her blood pressure was too low and so her heart beat 

faster to try to pump more blood, which stressed the organ further. Her heart was beginning 

to fail.  

What did it want?! The thing! What did it want?! Why would a creature consume its 

mother’s body before being born? Feeding Bella through a tube wouldn’t help, Carlisle had 

conjectured, because her digestive system was rejecting nutrition altogether. We had to try 

feeding her intravenously. That was my next campaign…to convince her to let us try it.  

In spite of the dire circumstances, having Jacob nearby relaxed Bella. I’d heard her 

laughing and telling jokes with him in the living room. He brought out a whole different 

side to my wife…a more youthful, lighthearted person. And he also understood her better 

than I did. When he found out she was pregnant, he had known immediately what Bella 

would choose to do—“die for the monster spawn,” as he so aptly put it, and place no value 

on her own life. I hadn’t even guessed her intention until I read it in Rosalie’s mind. 

Bella hadn’t seriously considered Jacob’s offer to give her a child in place of the 

killer fetus. I’d thought she might decline, but I’d run out of ideas and it had been worth a 

try. In a sad, perverse way, my heart was touched when Bella insisted that it was only my 

baby she wanted, even if it did kill her. 

Jacob had left after his unsuccessful attempt to change Bella’s course. I didn’t think 

he would see her alive again. He was determined to avoid more pain, and even if he 

changed his mind, he wouldn’t have enough time to adjust to the reality of the situation and 

return to visit before she was gone.  

I was wrong, though. Only a few hours later, I heard Jacob and Seth—Seth?— 

running toward us through the woods in their wolf forms. Seth was attempting to talk to me 

in his head. 

Edward? Edward, you there? Okay, now I feel kinda stupid. I might have laughed 
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at his awkwardness under other circumstances, but I was so far from laughter these days.  

Shortly after Seth’s tentative call to me, I heard Jacob’s mental warning: Hey, 

Edward. If you can hear me—circle the wagons, bloodsucker, you’ve got a problem. 

We’ve got a problem, Seth rephrased. 

“Emmett! Jasper! Trouble!” I said the last word under my breath so I wouldn’t 

alarm Bella. They appeared in an instant. “Jacob and Seth are coming. Jacob’s warning us 

to prepare.” 

“Alice!” I called again softly. “Security!” She darted to the back wall and lowered 

the protective metal over the glass, darkening the room. 

The noise woke Bella. “What’s wrong?” she croaked weakly. Too weakly.  

“Nothing for you to worry about, Bella, darling. A windstorm, that’s all.” 

“Oh,” she breathed, dropping her head back onto a cushion. 

My brothers and I stepped onto the porch in a line, a triumvirate of menace. 

Actually, Jasper and Emmett formed a duo of menace. I was a wasted shell of a vampire 

who almost didn’t care what the threat was. It was going to be hard to get excited about 

danger to me or my family, except as it might affect Bella. 

The two wolves charged into the clearing at full speed, but stopped short when our 

vampire scent struck their noses like a hammer. Humans loved how we smelled, but the 

wolves…not so much. The feeling was mutual. 

“Jacob? Seth? What’s going on?” 

Between them, the wolves showed me the story in their minds. I felt my strength 

return with force when I heard what the pack intended to do. I leaped off the porch in anger 

and disbelief. 

“They want to kill Bella?” 

Jasper and Emmett misunderstood my words as a statement instead of a question, 

and they leaped the porch rail in unison and began moving on Jacob and Seth. I was startled 

into clarity. 

“Em, Jaznot them! The others. The pack is coming.” 

My brothers stopped in their tracks and Emmett turned to me. “What’s their 

problem?”  

“The same one as mine,” I replied. “But they have their own plan to handle it. Get 

the others. Call Carlisle! He and Esme have to get back here now.” 

“They aren’t far,” I answered Jacob’s silent concern about my parents being on 

their own. There was a danger that the pack would find and overcome the two of them if 

they found them alone. Seth volunteered to run along the perimeter of our property and 

warn us when the rest of the pack showed up. 

“Will you be in danger, Seth?” I inquired anxiously. Neither he nor Jacob thought 

so. Seth hightailed it away and Jasper watched him go, suspicious of a trap. 

I was greatly touched, in spite of myself, that Jacob had returned not to kill me, but 

to save my wife from his own pack brothers. For a werewolf, this was a serious move, 
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indeed. Disobeying Sam, the Alpha wolf, meant that Jacob had given up everything he had 

to protect Bella: his home, his family, his possessions, his pack. Though I knew he hated 

me with a passion, he was truly a brother to me. 

“This isn’t the first time I’ve owed you my gratitude, Jacob.” I spoke softly to avoid 

embarrassing him. “I would never have asked for this from you.” 

As soon as I said it, I realized that Jacob already knew the opposite to be true, 

especially since I had so recently asked him to offer his “stud services” to my wifehis 

words. I would have smiled at my own self-delusion if I had had any smile left in me.  

Yeah, you would, Jacob thought, though there was no rancor in it. He understood 

my desperation. After all, he loved Bella too. 

“I suppose you’re right about that,” I admitted. 

The big wolf sighed. Well, this isn’t the first time that I didn’t do it for you. 

“Right.” 

Sorry I didn’t do any good today. Told you she wouldn’t listen to me. 

“I know,” I said responding to Jacob’s thought. “I never really believed she would. 

But…” 

You had to try. I get it. She any better? 

“Worse,” I whispered. 

Alice joined us. “Would you be so kind as to tell me what’s happening?” With 

Jacob so near, Alice couldn’t see what was coming. 

“The pack thinks Bella’s become a problem. They foresee potential danger from 

the…from what she’s carrying. They feel it’s their duty to remove that danger. Jacob and 

Seth disbanded from the pack to warn us. The rest are planning to attack tonight.” 

Alice hissed. 

“Carlisle and Esme are on their way,” Emmett reported. “Twenty minutes, tops.” 

“We should take up a defensive position,” Jasper advised. 

Right. “Let’s get inside.” 


